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Speech intelligibility in a realistic virtual sound environment

Naim Mansour,1,a) Marton Marschall,1,b) Tobias May,1 Adam Westermann,2 and Torsten Dau1,c)

1Hearing Systems Section, Department of Health Technology, Technical University of Denmark, Kongens Lyngby, Denmark
2Widex A/S, Lynge, Denmark

ABSTRACT:
In the present study, speech intelligibility was evaluated in realistic, controlled conditions. “Critical sound scenarios”

were defined as acoustic scenes that hearing aid users considered important, difficult, and common through ecological

momentary assessment. These sound scenarios were acquired in the real world using a spherical microphone array and

reproduced inside a loudspeaker-based virtual sound environment (VSE) using Ambisonics. Speech reception thresholds

(SRT) were measured for normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners, using sentences from the Danish

hearing in noise test, spatially embedded in the acoustic background of an office meeting sound scenario. In addition,

speech recognition scores (SRS) were obtained at a fixed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of �2.5 dB, corresponding to the

median conversational SNR in the office meeting. SRTs measured in the realistic VSE-reproduced background were

significantly higher for NH and HI listeners than those obtained with artificial noise presented over headphones,

presumably due to an increased amount of modulation masking and a larger cognitive effort required to separate the

target speech from the intelligible interferers in the realistic background. SRSs obtained at the fixed SNR in the realistic

background could be used to relate the listeners’ SI to the potential challenges they experience in the real world.
VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0004779
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I. INTRODUCTION

Through their auditory perception, normal-hearing peo-

ple are able to communicate nearly effortlessly even in chal-

lenging acoustic scenarios, such as at a social gathering or in

a busy restaurant. In contrast, a person whose hearing is

impaired often experiences diminished speech communica-

tion ability, hindering many social interactions (Moore,

1996). Hearing aids (HA) aim at compensating for hearing

deficits by employing frequency- and level-dependent ampli-

fication to restore the wearer’s sensitivity to soft sounds,

compensate for loudness recruitment and increase overall

sound quality. However, despite considerable technological

advances in hearing aid technology, hearing aid benefit varies

greatly among individual users, particularly in reverberant

situations with multiple interfering sound sources.

To appreciate why this occurs, it is necessary to under-

stand how human hearing is currently evaluated in the con-

text of hearing aid applications. Typically considered

paradigms, such as loudness perception or speech intelligi-

bility, utilize well-defined, artificially created acoustic stim-

uli presented over headphones or small sets of loudspeakers.

This approach, while having the advantage of being fully

controlled and replicable, does not necessarily reflect condi-

tions in the real world.

With respect to the acoustic stimuli employed in speech

intelligibility (SI) paradigms, the often used speech-shaped

stationary noise (SSN) maskers differ considerably from

actual multi-talker acoustic interferers. SSN lacks the typi-

cal low-frequency modulations of multi-talker interferers

and therefore does not provide the listener with the opportu-

nity to utilize speech “glimpses” in the interferer (Dreschler

et al., 2001). The hearing in noise test (HINT), that has been

widely used to evaluate speech intelligibility across many

languages and in various acoustic conditions, typically uses

SSN as its masker, or modulated noise lacking intelligible

interferers. This test, along with other approaches like

matrix-based sentence tests (Houben et al., 2014; Kelly

et al., 2017; Wagener et al., 2003), results in normal-hearing

(NH) speech reception thresholds (SRT)—corresponding to

50% speech intelligibility—that are well below a signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR) of 0 dB (Nielsen and Dau, 2011; Soli and

Wong, 2008; Wagener et al., 2003). In contrast, research

trying to categorize real-world SNRs has consistently found

a substantially higher range of values in the majority of

sound scenarios (Smeds et al., 2015).

The presentation of the stimuli in an SI task is equally

problematic in terms of realism. Headphones can

“spatialize” the presented sounds using head-related-transfer

functions (Wightman and Kistler, 1989), but this approach

is limited in accuracy by many factors, including headphone

placement and the limited spatial resolution imposed by the

angle between the discrete functions. In addition, accounting

for head movements and fitting a HA with headphones is
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b)ORCID: 0000-0003-2534-7062.
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cumbersome in practice. Quadraphonic loudspeaker setups,

often used for the spatial evaluation of HA algorithms, phys-

ically separate the noise maskers to alleviate these problems,

but they generally still do not faithfully reproduce spatially

diffuse noise (ITU-T, 2018). In short, an SI task presenting

artificial stimuli in a simplified spatial manner might misrep-

resent the difficulties that both NH and HI people experience

when listening to speech in noise in their daily lives. Due to

these discrepancies, it has remained unclear how SI perfor-

mance scores in laboratory settings relate to these real-world

difficulties (Culling, 2016).

To more precisely tailor the performance of a hearing

aid to the needs of a user, it would be advantageous to uti-

lize an SI testing paradigm that mimics conditions in the

real world to the highest possible degree, thereby making it

more ecologically valid (Reis and Judd, 2000). One option

could be to actually conduct the SI task in the real world

(e.g., through field tests). While perfectly realistic, real-

world acoustic conditions are highly variable, resulting in

outcome measures that would be difficult to interpret and

reproduce. Attempting to bring the real world into the lab

represents a trade-off between control and realism, both

regarding stimulus choice and acoustic presentation. A

proper balance of “controlled realism” would have the

potential to result in consistent, yet ecologically valid, find-

ings (Best et al., 2015).

A virtual sound environment (VSE) in the form of a

spherical loudspeaker array is able to render complex three-

dimensional sound fields at its center through higher-order

ambisonic (HOA) reproduction techniques (Bertet et al.,
2006). Using such an array to present target speech senten-

ces superimposed onto spatial recordings of realistic sound

scenarios would ensure the reproduction of acoustic sound

field properties within the limitations of the recording setup,

allowing for head movements and providing a sense of spa-

tial immersion. VSEs have been used extensively in combi-

nation with simulated spatialized maskers based on room-

acoustic simulations [e.g., ODEON (2018)] to study aspects

of auditory spatial separation (Best et al., 2017a), informa-

tional masking (Westermann and Buchholz, 2015), hearing

aid performance (Cubick and Dau, 2016; Minnaar et al.,
2010), and speech intelligibility (Ahrens et al., 2017; Best

et al., 2015; Westermann and Buchholz, 2017). However,

this approach is still limited by the number and complexity

of sources that can be simulated and has been shown to cor-

relate only poorly with real-world conditions [e.g., Ahrens

et al. (2019)]. While real-world HOA recordings have

become increasingly available [e.g., Weisser et al. (2019)],

there exists, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, no

research that utilizes such spatially recorded maskers in

VSE-based SI tasks. In addition, for these recorded sound

scenarios (e.g., an office meeting or a restaurant visit) to

become more ecological valid, they should be selected

based on scenarios that users consider critical in their lives

and captured in a real-world environment.

In the present study, a speech intelligibility task is pre-

sented that aims to increase ecological validity. A set of

critical sound scenarios was selected based on a categoriza-

tion of HA user ecological momentary assessment (EMA)

data (Smeds et al., 2018). Out of these scenarios, an office

meeting scenario was recorded in situ with a spherical

microphone array. This recording was subsequently repro-

duced as a VSE using Ambisonics over a 64-channel, fully

spherical loudspeaker array inside an anechoic enclosure.

Finally, the reproduced masker was combined with the spa-

tialized speech corpus of the Danish HINT as part of a

speech intelligibility task carried out by NH and HI listen-

ers. Adaptive SRTs were captured as well as speech recogni-

tion scores (SRS) at a constant SNR of �2.5 dB,

corresponding to the median conversational SNR between

NH people in the office meeting scenario (Mansour et al.,
2019). The hypotheses were that (i) a speech intelligibility

paradigm employing realistic, spatialized stimuli would pro-

duce higher SRTs compared to those obtained with an artifi-

cial approach and (ii) SRSs at a real-world conversational

SNR would reflect some of the difficulties HI people experi-

ence in the real world.

II. METHODS

A. Sound scenario selection

To increase the relevance and ecological validity of the

recorded critical sound scenarios as potential maskers in the

speech intelligibility task, the scenario selection was based

on EMA data from 281 field reports by HA users, collected

by Smeds et al. (2018). In EMA, user data are captured in

real time by subjects in everyday scenarios. The use of

EMA data obtained in this way has become increasingly

popular in attempts to describe and characterize which

scenes HA users experience (Timmer et al., 2017).

Figure 1 shows the critical sound scenario framework

that was developed in this study and which categorized a

real-world scenario based on the binary combination of three

EMA questionnaire metrics: the reported importance, diffi-

culty, and occurrence of understanding speech in that sce-

nario. Combinations of these three parameters have been

FIG. 1. (Color online) The critical sound scenario framework, developed to

categorize HA users’ ecological momentary assessment (EMA) field report

data based on a binary combination of metrics of reported importance, diffi-

culty, and occurrence of understanding speech in everyday scenarios.

Examples of scenarios at the different intersections are given, with the area

considered important, common, and difficult displayed in bold.
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shown to accurately separate different real-life situations

(Wolters et al., 2016). The examples provided in Fig. 1 illus-

trate different combinations of these metrics, graphically

depicted as a Venn diagram. For instance, while watching TV

at home is a common and important scenario for HA users, it

is generally not considered as difficult. Understanding speech

in cocktail party scenarios is important and difficult even for

normal-hearing people, but not very common for many HA

users. Workspace meetings and having lunch in public are

considered important as well as difficult and common. For

the scenarios rated as important, the percentages displayed in

the four sections of the corresponding circle in the Venn dia-

gram denote their relative occurrences.

In the present study, the subset of scenarios that were

simultaneously rated important, difficult and common were

chosen for further analysis as they represent conditions in

which HA users are challenged the most. This subset was

cross-referenced with the EMA reports to reveal the three

most prevalent critical sound scenarios: a public lunch, a

small festive event (e.g., a family house party), and a work-

space meeting. From these, the workspace meeting scenario

was selected for further processing.

B. Sound scenario acquisition

Figure 2 illustrates the recording setup used to acquire

the office meeting scenario. The scenario was captured dur-

ing a staged office meeting with a spherical microphone

array (em32 Eigenmike, mh acoustics LLC, USA) capable

of 4th HOA recording (Bertet et al., 2006) with its spatial

aliasing frequency at 9 kHz. In addition, a Knowles

Electronic Manikin for Acoustic Research (KEMAR, 2018)

with ear canals was used to capture binaural signals. While

12 participants conversed in pairs, seated at and standing

around a conference table in the office meeting room [Fig.

2(a)], spatial scene recordings were obtained with the

EigenMike and KEMAR in the listener position at the bot-

tom center of the table. Room impulse responses (IR) were

captured from the target position (top center of the table)

using a mounted loudspeaker producing a series of three

repeated 15-s exponential sweeps (M€uller and Massarani,

2001) between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, while all participants

remained still and quiet to avoid altering the room reverber-

ation [Fig. 2(b)].

To obtain conversational signal-to-noise ratios resulting

from two interacting participants seated in the listener posi-

tion and the target position, respectively [Fig. 2(c)], the

method detailed in Mansour et al. (2019) was used. In this

method, speech produced by the target speaker was recorded

via a DPA 4066 cheek microphone. The recorded cheek

microphone signal was free-field corrected and convolved

with the captured impulse response to obtain an estimate of

the target speech at the listener. The free-field correction

was obtained as the transfer function between white noise

recorded by the cheek microphone mounted on the KEMAR

in an anechoic chamber and a reference microphone at

0.5 m distance. The background noise was measured with

the right ear of the KEMAR during gaps where neither the

target nor the listener was speaking, and the resulting SNR

was calculated as the ratio of the speech energy at the

receiver and the background noise energy. Energy-based

broadband voice activity detection (VAD) (Kinnunen and

Li, 2010) was used to separate the target and listener speech

from the background. The median value of the SNRs

obtained in this manner, �2.5 dB, was used in the constant-

SNR SI assessment.

C. Sound scenario reproduction

The spherical microphone recordings made with the

Eigenmike were encoded from the 32 raw input channels to

a 25-channel Ambisonic fourth-order HOA format. These

FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustrations of the office meeting scenario acquisition stages, consisting of the background scene recording (A), the room impulse

response recording stage (B), and the conversational SNR estimation stage (C). Each panel contains the human participants (blue, round heads) distributed

around a large, square conference table, as well as the sound card and recording laptop. The spherical microphone array is depicted in the listener position at

the bottom of (A) and (B) (green, dotted circle). Panel (B) additionally includes the loudspeaker in the target position at the top (green, rectangle). The target

talker, wearing the cheek microphone (green, line), and the listener are depicted in (C) in the target and listener positions, respectively (gray, heads with

shoulders). The KEMAR is positioned to the left of the listener (green, mannequin).
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HOA signals were then rendered on the 64-channel spheri-

cal loudspeaker array in the AudioVisual Immersion Lab

(AVIL) at DTU [Fig. 3(a)] using dual-band (basic, max-rE)

decoding, with a crossover frequency of 2400 Hz. HOA aur-

alization was chosen because of its physically faithful ren-

dering of sound fields in the sweet spot at the center of the

array (subject to the limitations imposed by the spatial alias-

ing frequency of the microphone array), ensuring their

usability for HAs as well as human ears.

The level of the reproduced masker was required to not

fluctuate strongly during its playback, to avoid largely vary-

ing SRTs in the SI task. To this end, specific subsections of

the raw Eigenmike recording were extracted and

concatenated before Ambisonic rendering based on level

estimates derived from its front-facing microphone. The 10-

min-long recording was segmented into frames of 5 s (with

80% overlap) and level differences (in dB) were calculated

between consecutive frames. The upper and lower bound-

aries for allowed level differences were set to the 5th and

95th percentile of the level difference distribution, respec-

tively. The collection of consecutive frame segments

within these boundaries was retained and concatenated in

decreasing duration (from 25 s to about 7 s), resulting in a

level-equalized recording of 2.5 min. The full 32-channel

synchronized version of this reduced recording was rendered

to the 64-channel reproduction, calibrated segment by seg-

ment to a fixed target sound pressure level (SPL) of 73.5 dB

using a B&K 2669 free-field microphone, and cross-faded

with a 1-s Hann-windowed overlap for smooth transitions

between segments. The target SPL was selected as the

median value of the noise level distribution measured during

the conversational SNR estimation stage. Finally, the result-

ing 2-min-long background reproduction was calibrated bin-

aurally inside the loudspeaker array, using a B&K type 4128

Head and Torso Simulator (HATS) with ear canals. This

approach ensured that the background reproduction retained

its intelligible properties despite having been dynamically

stabilized in level.

D. Speech stimuli and interferers

To evaluate speech intelligibility, the Danish HINT

(Nielsen and Dau, 2011) was used. The HINT uses brief,

mundane, male-voiced, 5-word target sentences presented in

speech-shaped stationary noise (SSN) to estimate SRTs

using an adaptive, 1-up-1-down, sentence-based scoring

procedure. During each trial, consisting of a sequence of 20

sentences, the procedure decreased the SNR of a sentence

by 2 dB if the previous sentence was repeated back entirely

correctly and increased it by 2 dB otherwise. The initial

SNR was set to 0 dB and the first sentence was replayed at

increasing SNRs until it was repeated back correctly, before

continuing. The SRT of a trial was then calculated as the

average of the SNRs across the last 15 sentences. In addi-

tion, a non-adaptive procedure, which presented the

sequence of 20 sentences at a constant SNR, was imple-

mented to estimate speech reception scores in % correct,

testing the second hypothesis that SRSs at real-world SNRs

reflect difficulties with speech intelligibility. Three condi-

tions were evaluated for each procedure.

• (HP) The classical HINT reference condition, where

anechoic target sentences were presented diotically in

SSN over headphones, served as the control condition. In

the following, this condition is referred to as the

“headphone condition” (HP).
• (RE) The primary spatial condition used spatialized HINT

target sentences that were integrated into the reproduced

office meeting interferer and presented through the loud-

speaker array. The spatialized sentences were obtained by

convolving the 60 training and 200 test HINT sentences

individually with the spherically recorded IR that was

captured between the target and listener positions. Each

sentence was calibrated individually to retain the same

unique level as that of the single-channel version, mea-

sured in the sweet spot of the loudspeaker array. This con-

dition is referred to in the following as the “realistic

noise” condition (RE).

FIG. 3. (Color online) The AudioVisual Immersion Lab (AVIL), serving as the reproduction laboratory, containing a spherical loudspeaker array in an

anechoic enclosure (A) and the mean audiograms of the normal-hearing (NH, gold, solid) and the hearing-impaired (HI, silver, dashed) listener groups as

well as their standard deviations (B).
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• (AR) The secondary spatial condition, with similarly spa-

tialized HINT sentences presented in a decorrelated quad-

raphonic version of the HINT SSN playing from four

loudspeakers in the array at 45�, 135�, 225�, and 315� azi-

muth, 0� elevation. This “artificial noise” condition (AR)

was included primarily to investigate the effect of chang-

ing only the type of spatialized background noise on

speech intelligibility.

In each condition, speech-to-noise SNRs were estab-

lished by varying speech sentence levels with respect to the

continuously playing, looped background. The fixed SNR

used in the non-adaptive procedure was set to the median

SNR of �2.5 dB obtained from the conversational assess-

ment (Sec. II B), considered as a representation of a realistic

NH conversational SNR.

E. Listeners

Ten NH and ten HI listeners participated in the experi-

ment. The NH listeners were between 21 and 69 years old

with a median age of 28, while the HI listeners were

between 56 and 75 years old with a median age of 70. The

NH listeners had a four-frequency average hearing loss

(HL) of maximally 15 dB, while the HI listeners had an

average sloping mild (N2) to moderate (N3) hearing loss

(Bisgaard et al., 2010). Figure 3(b) shows the individual

audiograms as well as their mean (with shaded standard

deviations) for the NH (gold, solid) and HI (silver, dashed)

listener groups. All HI listeners had a word discrimination

score in quiet of at least 92% for both ears, and a left-right-

ear HL difference of maximally 10 dB for all frequencies.

All listeners provided informed consent and all experiments

were approved by the Science-Ethics Committee for the

Capital Region of Denmark (reference H-16036391).

F. Speech intelligibility procedure

Three adaptive training rounds were carried out for tar-

get speech in quiet (to ascertain audibility), as well as for

the target speech presented in the AR and RE conditions.

Then, two evaluation rounds were conducted for all adaptive

conditions, and one for all constant-SNR conditions. One

HINT round contains a sequence of 20 predetermined sen-

tences, presented in random order. The testing order was

randomized over condition (HP-RE-AR) and test list num-

ber (1–9) through the use of two 9� 9 Latin squares

(Bradley, 1958) with two random completions. Within one

condition, two adaptive test lists were always followed by

one at the constant SNR. The two corresponding SRTs were

averaged to obtain a final SRT, and an SRS was established

as the percentage of correctly understood words in the

constant-SNR list. The SNRs in the adaptive procedure were

adjusted based on sentence scoring, where a 5-word target

sentence is marked correct only when all 5 words were

repeated accurately by the listener. This is the standard way

of scoring the Danish HINT (Nielsen and Dau, 2011). The

SRSs in the constant-SNR procedure were based on word

scoring, where the number of correctly repeated words in

every sentence is counted, summed over all sentences in a

list and divided by 100. The decision to use word scoring

for the constant-SNR procedure was taken to increase the

scoring sensitivity of the SI task, thereby avoiding flooring

effects, at an SNR where HI listeners were expected to

struggle considerably.

All listeners provided informed consent and all experi-

ments were approved by the Science-Ethics Committee for

the Capital Region of Denmark (reference H-16036391).

The experiment lasted, on average, one hour and the HINT

scoring was carried out by a native Danish speaking

audiologist.

G. Questionnaire and statistical analysis

In addition to the objective SI assessment, all listeners

were asked to fill out a questionnaire after completion of the

experiment. Table I displays the questions that were asked,

pertaining to the realism of the sound of the stimuli and the

difficulty in understanding speech. The response scale was a

5-point Likert scale, asking the respondent to rate a percept

from not at all present (1) to extremely present (5).

To check the data obtained in the different conditions

(HPNH, HPHI, RENH, REHI, ARNH, and ARHI), a two-way

mixed-effects analysis of variance (MANOVA) statistical

test was used where the condition HP/RE/AR represented a

within-listener factor and the hearing status NH/HI repre-

sented a between-listener factor. The normality of each

group was verified with the Anderson-Darling and Shapiro-

Wilk tests and the similarity in variance between the com-

pared groups required for the MANOVA was evaluated with

a Bartlett test. A one-way analysis-of-variance (ANOVA)

test was applied to investigate specific paired comparisons

between NH and HI listeners, as well as a repeated-

measurement ANOVA (RANOVA) to compare between

HP/RE/AR conditions within a listener group. In all tests,

the significance level was set at 5%.

III. RESULTS

A. Acoustic properties of the stimuli

Figure 4 shows the long-term average spectra (LTAS)

(left panel) and the modulation power spectra (right panel)

for the speech-shaped noise used by the HINT (dotted), the

quadraphonic SSN (dot-striped), the office meeting noise

(solid), and a concatenation of all two hundred HINT test

sentences, monophonic and spatialized with the office meet-

ing room impulse response (dashed). The LTAS functions

were normalized to have the same broadband RMS. The

modulation power spectra were obtained by normalizing the

calculated power within a modulation band by its respective

bandwidth as well as the power in the DC component

(Dreschler et al., 2001). The quadraphonic noise, the office

meeting noise, and the auralized HINT sentences were

recorded binaurally with the HATS inside the loudspeaker

array (left-ear spectra shown here).

The LTAS of the HINT SSN (left panel) represents its

speech-shaped spectral character. The averaged monophonic
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HINT sentence LTAS is identical to that of the HINT SSN,

since this noise was originally constructed from the aver-

aged power spectrum of one hundred HINT sentences. For

the quadraphonic SSN, the LTAS is increased by up to

10 dB relative to the monophonic version at frequencies

above 1100 Hz. The LTAS of the spatialized HINT senten-

ces reflects the effect of the room on the speech-shaped

stimuli. Similarly, the LTAS of the office meeting noise

shows its speech-like nature, smoothed and altered by the

room reverberation.

For the modulation spectra (right panel of Fig. 4), the

quasi-stationary nature of the HINT SSN is reflected by its

low energy across the displayed modulation frequencies.

The modulation power remains low and roughly constant at

all considered frequencies. The quadraphonic SSN exhibits

the same modulation spectrum as the classical version. The

monophonic HINT sentences contain a large amount of

modulation power, typical for signals with speech-like enve-

lope fluctuations. Spatializing these signals hardly alters

these contributions. The modulation spectrum of the office

meeting noise lies in between these two extreme patterns,

since it contains various concurrent talkers speaking in a

reverberant environment. As such, the HINT SSN reflects

the averaged spectral characteristics of the speech stimuli

but not their low-frequency modulations, while the office

meeting noise is speech-like in both the spectral and the

modulation spectral domains.

B. Speech reception thresholds

Figure 5(a) shows individual SRT results for the adap-

tive HINT procedure (blue diamonds), as well as their mean

(red circle) and standard deviations (red squares), median and

25th/75th percentiles (box plot) for the NH and HI listeners

in the three conditions HP (left), AR (middle), and RE (right).

Each individual SRT result represents the average of two

SRT measurements. The mean HP SRTs were obtained at

�3.3 dB for the NH listeners as opposed to �1.5 dB for the

HI. The mean SRTs in the RE condition were �1.2 dB for

the NH listeners and 1.5 dB for the HI listeners. For the AR

condition, the mean SRT was �1.1 dB for the NH listeners,

compared to �0.3 dB for the HI listeners.

Comparing the HP to the RE condition, a significant

effect of condition ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 41:57; p � 0:0001� and

TABLE I. Content of the questionnaire given to all listeners after completing the experiment, as well as the 5-point Likert response scale. The frequency of

responses of the normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners to each possible response are displayed in the two rightmost columns. The most

often occurring response in each group is highlighted in bold.

Questions asked to the normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners
NH HI

Response: Not at all (1) - Not that (2) - Somewhat (3) - Very (4) - Extremely (5) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

How realistic did the office background noise

in the experiment sound to you? 0 1 3 4 2 0 0 3 6 1

How difficult was it to understand the speech

in the artificial background noise in the experiment? 1 1 5 2 0 0 2 6 2 1

How difficult was it to understand the speech

in the office background noise in the experiment? 0 1 3 5 1 0 0 2 7 1

How realistic did the speech that you had

to listen to in the experiment sound? 0 1 3 5 1 0 0 2 7 1

FIG. 4. Root-mean square (RMS) normalized long-term average spectra (A) and RMS normalized modulation frequency spectra (B) of the stimuli used in

the speech intelligibility task, specifically the HINT monophonic target sentences and speech-shaped noise (SSN), the quadraphonic SSN, the office meeting

noise, and the spatialized HINT target sentences.
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hearing status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 205:13; p � 0:0001� was found,

but no significant interaction between the two ½Fð1; 18Þ
¼ 2:86; p ¼ 0:1049�. Similarly, comparing the results

obtained for the HP and AR conditions, significant effects

for condition ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 40:26; p � 0:0001� and hearing

status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 14:56; p ¼ 0:0013� were observed, but no

interaction effect ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 3:08; p ¼ 0:0962�. Finally, a

comparison of the results obtained in the AR and RE condi-

tions revealed significant effects of condition ½Fð1; 18Þ
¼ 8:80; p ¼ 0:0083� and hearing status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 27:57;
p � 0:0001�, as well as a significant interaction ½Fð1; 18Þ
¼ 10:78; p ¼ 0:0041�.

Pair-wise comparisons showed that the SRTs for the HI

listeners were significantly higher than for the NH listeners

in the HP (p¼ 0.0003) and RE (p � 0:0001) conditions, but

not in the AR condition (p¼ 0.1056). Within the NH listen-

ers, SRTs were significantly higher in the RE (p � 0:0001)

and AR (p � 0:0001) conditions compared to the HP condi-

tion, but similar between the RE and AR conditions

(p¼ 0.801). For the HI listeners, SRTs were significantly

increased in the RE condition compared to the AR

(p¼ 0.0034) condition. Last, SRTs in the AR condition

were significantly higher than those in the HP condition

(p¼ 0.034).

These results demonstrate that speech intelligibility

decreased (i.e., SRTs increased) in the RE condition com-

pared to the HP condition in both listener groups, whereas

the performance in the RE condition (compared to both the

AR and HP conditions) was much more affected in the HI

listener group than in the NH listener group.

C. Speech reception scores at the normal-hearing
conversational SNR

Figure 5(b) shows the speech reception scores obtained

with the constant-SNR HINT procedure, summarizing the

word scores of all listeners for the percentage correct evalu-

ation at �2.5 dB SNR, the median SNR in the office meeting

recording. The mean HP results corresponded to 84%

correct for the NH listeners and 63.7% correct for the HI.

The mean RE results corresponded to 67.1% correct for the

NH and 36.6% correct for the HI listeners. For the AR con-

dition, mean scores of 68.6% and 62.7% were obtained for

the NH and HI listeners, respectively.

A significant effect of condition [Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 47:58;
p � 0:0001] and hearing status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 30:72;
p � 0:0001� was found with respect to the HP and the RE

conditions, but no significant interaction ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 2:56;
p ¼ 0:1272�. Significant effects for condition ½Fð1; 18Þ
¼ 7:94; p ¼ 0:0114� and hearing status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 9:13;
p ¼ 0:0073� as well as a significant interaction effect

½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 6:12; p ¼ 0:0235� were found between the HP

and AR conditions. Comparing the AR to the RE condition

revealed significant effects of condition ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 14:52;
p ¼ 0:0013� and hearing status ½Fð1; 18Þ ¼ 19:85; p
¼ 0:0003�, again with a significant interaction ½Fð1; 18Þ
¼ 11:53; p ¼ 0:0032�.1

Paired comparisons showed that percentage correct

scores for the HI listeners were significantly lower than for

the NH listeners in the HP (p¼ 0.0013) and RE

(p � 0:0001) conditions, but not in the AR condition

(p¼ 0.2614). Within the NH listeners, percent correct scores

were significantly higher in the RE (p � 0:0001) and AR

(p¼ 0.0008) conditions compared to the HP condition, but

similar in the RE and AR conditions (p¼ 0.7210). For the

HI listeners, percentage correct scores were significantly

decreased in the RE condition compared to the HP

(p¼ 0.0003) and AR (p¼ 0.0018) conditions, but were not

significantly different between HP and AR conditions

(p¼ 0.8429).

The SI scores showed the same trend as in the case of

the adaptive SRT estimation procedure: (1) Speech intelligi-

bility at �2.5 dB SNR was consistently poorer in the RE

condition than in the HP condition for all listeners; (2) when

comparing the RE to the AR condition, the HI listeners

showed substantially poorer performance than the NH lis-

teners. Overall, the spread of percentage correct responses

for NH and HI listeners across conditions showed that

FIG. 5. (Color online) Speech intelligibility results for the adaptive procedure (A) and the percentage correct procedure at the conversational SNR (B).

Results are shown for the headphone condition (HP, left), the artificial speech-shaped noise condition (AR, middle) and the office meeting noise condition

(RE, right), for normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners. The box plots show median values and inter-quartile ranges. Individual data points

are shown (blue, diamonds) as well as the mean (red circle) and standard deviations (red, squares).
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neither ceiling nor flooring effects occurred, and that the RE

condition resulted in the greatest separation between NH

and HI performance.

D. Questionnaire results

Table I displays the results of the questionnaire given to

all listeners. For both the NH and HI listeners, answers were

accumulated per question and per response to produce the

number ranges in the rightmost two columns. The highest

frequency response within each response group is

highlighted in bold. The results indicate that all listeners

rated the background noise in the RE condition as mostly

very realistic sounding, while the HI listeners experienced

the speech in the RE condition as overall more realistic and

difficult to understand.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Speech reception thresholds

SRTs for both listener groups were found to be 2–3 dB

higher in the RE condition compared to the HP condition.

This effect was likely caused by several factors. First, the

HP condition used anechoic target sentences presented over

headphones, as opposed to the reverberant ones presented

over loudspeakers in the RE condition. Thus, in the RE con-

dition, the target speech direct-to-reverberant energy ratio

decreased considerably for the same broadband SNR, which

has been shown to lead to decreased speech intelligibility

(Roman and Woodruff, 2013). Second, the modulation spec-

tra in Fig. 4(b) indicate the presence of modulation energy

in the office meeting noise, in contrast to the stationary (and

thus less modulated) speech-shaped HINT noise. These

modulations were a consequence of the mixture of speech

sources in the RE noise, but were less prominent than for

the monophonic HINT target speech due to the room effect

and the number of interfering talkers (Dreschler et al.,
2001). Still, this specific type of speech-like noise can lead

to energetic speech-on-speech masking of the target in both

the spectral (Brungart et al., 2006) and the modulation spec-

tral (Jørgensen and Dau, 2011) domains. Third, the many

interfering talkers in the RE noise were intelligible and dis-

tributed throughout the frontal plane of the listener position.

This may have produced informational masking

(Westermann and Buchholz, 2015), with a detrimental effect

on SI, especially since the male gender of the target talker

matched that of 10 out of 12 interfering talkers in the room

(Helfer and Freyman, 2008). The overall higher variance in

the obtained data for the HI listeners compared to the NH

listeners was expected and was most likely caused by the

differences in hearing loss across the HI listeners.

While the transition from the AR condition to the RE

condition led to an increase in SRTs for the HI listeners, this

was not the case for the NH listeners. This may have

resulted from a combination of effects. Comparing the

LTAS [Fig. 4(a)] for the quadraphonic SSN in the AR con-

dition to the LTAS of the office noise in the RE condition,

there is a considerable decrease in spectral energy above

1 kHz for the AR noise. This lower amount of high-

frequency noise of the office noise might reduce its speech

masking effect for the NH listeners, while the HI listeners

would not benefit to the same extent due to their increasing

hearing loss at higher frequencies. However, this effect

could be ruled out by testing a version of the AR noise that

was spectrally matched to the office noise, rendering a simi-

lar NH and HI performance to the one reported here.

Instead, one likely explanation is that the modulated

maskers in the RE condition allowed for dip-listening, aid-

ing the phonemic restoration of noisy speech (Warren,

1970) and leading to increased speech intelligibility (Peters

et al., 1998). Such dip-listening ability is commonly reduced

in HI listeners, negatively affecting their SI performance

[e.g., Takahashi and Bacon (1992)]. In addition, the effect

of better-ear glimpsing on spatial release from energetic

masking, a strategy used by NH listeners to increase their SI

performance (Glyde et al., 2013), has been shown to be lim-

ited in HI listeners, potentially due to reduced audibility,

even at increased target-to-masker ratios (Best et al.,
2017b). Finally, the presence of realistic, meaningful speech

in the RE condition may have increased the difficulty of the

SI task to a greater extent in the HI listener group than in the

NH listener group. This was evidenced by spontaneous and

unanimous testimony by the HI listeners, who noted that the

most challenging (and recognizable) aspect of performing

the SI task in the RE condition was to not get distracted by

the content of the background conversations. The NH lis-

tener group did not report these difficulties.

The increase in SRTs for both the NH and HI listeners

between the HP condition and the AR condition occurred

despite the fact that speech intelligibility typically increases

when the target and the masker become spatially separated

(Licklider, 1948), binaurally unmasking the speech from the

noise (Durlach, 1963). However, the transition from diotic,

anechoic target speech to spatialized, reverberant speech

simultaneously decreased its spatial separation and its intel-

ligibility. Spatial release from masking probably played a

smaller role in the RE condition, since the background noise

consisted of a large number of similar, interfering talkers

(Freyman et al., 2001).

Besides the overall increases in SRTs and decreases in

SRSs obtained in the office meeting condition (RE), the

results for the HI listeners differed considerably from NH

performance in this condition compared to the correspond-

ing results in the HP and AR conditions. The virtual sound

environment, combined with more realistic target and

masker stimuli, therefore might reflect some of the

described hearing deficits in HI listeners.

B. Speech reception scores at the normal-hearing
conversational SNR

While the adaptive SRTs results inform on changes in

transitioning from an artificial to a more realistic SI task par-

adigm, speech reception scores at a constant SNR that repre-

sents normal-hearing conversation may provide insight into

how the SI paradigm relates to the real world. For all
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conditions and both listener groups, the SRSs followed the

same trend as the SRTs obtained with the adaptive procedure.

The word scoring procedure successfully avoided flooring

effects, but the SRSs need to be corrected in order to compare

them directly to the SRTs obtained with the adaptive, sentence-

based scoring procedure. This is necessary because the word

score of a HINT sentence between zero and four translates to a

sentence score of zero, creating a non-linear negative bias of

the sentence score versus the word score that increases with

increasing word score. The distributions of the difference

between the SRSs computed as word scores and those same

SRSs computed as sentence scores are shown in Fig. 6. For all

listeners, the word scores were consistently about 20%–25%

higher than the sentence scores across conditions, indicating

that most listeners still repeated 2–3 words correctly in a sen-

tence marked as incorrect by sentence scoring.

The RE condition shows that, on average, the HI listeners

correctly received just over one word out of two, while the NH

listeners correctly received two words out of three. Thus, the

HI listeners understood about half as many words as the NH

listeners did. While this relative comparison is irrespective of

absolute performance, the SRSs for the NH listeners were only

at a level of 66% for an SNR where their ability to communi-

cate was close to 100% in the real office meeting scene. SRSs

that reflect real-world SI might be used as target percentage

correct scores for NH listeners when conducting an adaptive

SI tasks in other VSE-based critical sound scenarios to relate

the obtained SRTs back to real-world SNRs necessary for

proper speech communication. A percentage correct task at

these SNRs would then reveal the comparable HI perfor-

mance. Once an appropriate SNR for real-world NH SI has

been established, this method could be used in any SI task to

relate the performance of NH listeners to that of HI listeners.

Last, Fig. 7 shows the psychometric functions of the HP

condition (left panel) and the RE condition (right panel) for

the NH listeners (solid line) and the HI listeners (dashed

line), derived by fitting a cumulative normal distribution to

the pooled percentage correct scores per discrete SNR data

point for the adaptive SRT procedure. These functions thus

represent performance based on sentence scoring. The mean

SRTs, corresponding to the 50% correct point on the psy-

chometric function, are indicated by straight dashed lines

intersecting black diamonds, and the aggregated NH and HI

percentage scores are represented by blue diamonds and

green circles, respectively. The RE condition resulted in nar-

row, steeply sloped psychometric functions for both listener

groups, comparable to those obtained with in the HINT HP

condition. The realistic VSE therefore seems to provide sen-

sitive as well as stable SI outcome measures.

The SI task implemented in the office meeting VSE still

remained limited in realism in several ways. No visual stim-

uli were presented in the laboratory environment alongside

the auditory signals. In the HP condition, the absence of vis-

uals matched the HINT procedure it represented, since no

visual stimuli were used there either. It has been shown that

speech reception scores can increase by 20% or more when

the face of the target speaker is visible to the listener

(Neely, 1956), an effect which becomes especially impor-

tant at negative SNRs (Sumby and Pollack, 1954) and high

background noise levels (Hadley et al., 2019).

With regard to the acoustical reproduction accuracy of

the SI stimuli, the VSE condition remains limited by the

applied HOA recording and reproduction methods. The spa-

tial aliasing frequency of the microphone array reduces the

acoustic reliability of the office meeting recording at fre-

quencies beyond 10 kHz. The Ambisonic reproduction order

of 4 used by the loudspeaker array guarantees a sufficiently

large sweet spot for the listener, but might not supply

enough spatial accuracy to accurately replicate narrow

acoustic sources. However, this reproduction error is offset

by the presence of reverberation in the reproduced environ-

ment (Oreinos and Buchholz, 2015).

Furthermore, only a limited number of conditions were

considered in this study, due to limitations in the size of the

FIG. 6. (Color online) Distributions of the difference between the speech

reception scores when calculated based on sentence scores (SS) and based

on word scores (WS) in the percentage correct procedure at �2.5 dB SNR.

Results are shown for the headphone condition (HP), the artificial speech-

shaped noise condition (AR), and the office meeting noise condition (RE),

for normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners.

FIG. 7. (Color online) Psychometric functions for the HP condition (left

panel) and RE condition (right panel) for the NH (solid line) and HI (dashed

line) listeners. The NH and HI aggregated percentage scores are shown as

diamonds (blue) and circles (green), respectively. The straight dashed lines

that intersect the diamonds (black) relate the SNRs for both listener groups

and conditions to the 50% correct point on the psychometric function.
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SI speech corpus as well as time limitations in listener par-

ticipation. It may be valuable to consider a condition with

an unintelligible, phase-scrambled version of the office

meeting background noise to assess the relative impact of

informational masking and cognitive effort on SI perfor-

mance, or to evaluate conditions with anechoic target speech

in the spatialized maskers.

Last, while the experimental setup considered in this

study was elaborate, it is not given that this level of sophisti-

cation is required to capture real-world SI performance.

However, developing laboratory environments that approxi-

mate reality with increasing accuracy is a worthwhile

endeavor, increasingly enabling the assessment of psycho-

acoustic phenomena beyond SI in an empirical way. A more

qualitative argument in support of increasing realism in SI

paradigms is the juxtaposition of experimental realism to

mundane realism, as defined in psychology. Mundane real-

ism refers to experimental conditions that mimic those of

the real world as closely as possible, whereas experimental

realism indicates the extent to which listeners actually expe-

rience those conditions as realistic (Aronson et al., 1990).

Therefore, to obtain meaningful results from a listener, his

or her perception of realism may be just as important as its

objective realization. Despite the mentioned limitations of

the proposed SI paradigm, the questionnaire results from

Table I confirmed that the experimental realism experienced

by all listeners with respect to the sound of both the office

meeting background noise as well as the speech stimuli was

high. It was interesting to observe that, despite slight numer-

ical differences, the overall distributions of difficulty and

realism ratings were very similar for both listener groups.

While the NH listeners achieved lower SRTs than the HI lis-

teners, they rated the task in the realistic environments as

similarly difficult as the HI listeners because the 50%-

correct, adaptive HINT procedure presented both listeners

groups with target speech sentences at similarly challenging

SNRs.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

A speech intelligibility task was designed and imple-

mented, aiming to increase ecological validity and experi-

mental realism with respect to the nature and presentation of

the acoustic stimuli. It was shown that both NH and HI

SRTs obtained in an HOA-reproduced office meeting criti-

cal sound scenario were, on average, 2–3 dB higher com-

pared to the headphone-based HINT reference condition.

These differences were found to be mainly due to the spati-

alization of the background noise (causing reverberation),

the presence of speech-like modulations (causing speech-

on-speech modulation masking) and the intelligibility of the

interfering talkers (causing informational masking).

Comparison with a spatialized artificial noise condition

revealed that the HI listeners were more negatively affected

by the realism in the VSE than the NH listeners, likely due

to their reduced ability to use better-ear listening and listen-

ing in the dips, as well as due to an increased cognitive

effort to focus on the target speech in the presence of intelli-

gible, interfering speech-like noise. SRSs provided a way to

relate SI performance to potential difficulties experienced

by HI listeners in the real world, by evaluating SI at a con-

stant SNR at which NH communication ability was close to

100%. The approach presented in this study might be valu-

able for investigations into the effects of hearing loss and

hearing aid benefit on SI in simulated real-world environ-

ments and could be extended by providing visual informa-

tion to increase the realism of the simulated environment.
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